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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

he National Institute of Education (NIE) directs a nationwide
p ogram of research and development in the field of education.
Its mission is to promote equity and improve the quality df educa-
tional practice:

To achieve its mission, the Institute operates in three program ,
areas: Teaching and Learning, Educational Policy and Organiza-
tion, and Dissemination and Imptovement of Practice.

The Program on Teaching and Learning supports research on
reading, writing, language learning, learning outside. of school
settings, reasoning, mathematics, effective teaching, educational

-needs of cultural andlinguistic minorities, and testing.

The Program. on Educational Policy anci Organization examines
issues dealing with finance, law, government, organization, and
management in education inLorder to help people at the Federal,
state, and local levels make better informed decisions.

The Program on Dissemination an4kImprovement of Practice
explores ways in which teachers, idminttrators, and pokymakers
can best obtain and apply the results of educational rEsekrch and
developinent.

The Institute supports research through: Requests for Pro-
posals (RFP's)," which deal with specific topics; grants competi-
tions -, which cover broad roklem, areas; and the NIE unsolicited
proposals programs whit seeks to entourage participation in edu-

'cational research and dev ent by qualified persons and groups
not usually involved in research.
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This'paper was prepared by the Department of Economic Research of the American Federation
of Teachers under grant NIE-G-79-0071. The'opinions expressed in this paper do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the National Institute-of Education or the U.S. Department of
Education. .°
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FOREWORD

This publication is the result of a Natiorial Institute of Education

grant to the American Federation,of Teachers.
%

A 4Guide'to Missouri.SChool Finance'is ore of a series of hanbooks

prepared for use at workshops designed to assist teacheri, administrators,L
legislators and other interested parties in understanding and dealing with

the intricac es of school finance equalization plans in their states. in

th past, the issues have been debated in relative.isWation by\ a handful,

of everts,.

4\,

J

States were selected for analysis either because they are currently under-,

going significant changes in'their education finance systems or because current

within state daparities suggest that the development of new finance legislation

is a topic of growing concern. Workshops have been conducted in California,

Connecticut, Florida, Michigan, Miskuri, Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island and Texas. .

It is our'hope that through the disseminatiOn of these handbooks, tosla.

wider audience, people representing diverse points of view will be able

effectively take part in the debates and decisions affecting the financins\of

,our nation's schools.

1

0 0

7

LaurenWeisberg
Project Officer.

Educational, Finance
Program .
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CHAPTER I

IN RODUCTION

,School finance is the most basic educational issue, for without proper

financing our system of public education cannot 'survive. Under the. American

federal system, the'esponsibijity of providing for elementary and secondary
, \ ....

education is reserved for the states. Traditionally, mostistates have delegated

the li arge\st part of this responsibility to local glernment units, leaving them
/

also with
-,

the largest share of financial responsiblity for public schools.

p ce the nineteenAentury, local property taxes have served as the major
;.-

,... .
source of revenue for public education. Unequal abilities to

t
support public '

k.

services and different ideas on what constitutes'appropriate local tax effOit and

spending levels have created wide dispa4ties ineducationalexpenditures per

pupil among local school districts in almost' all states. It is the existence .

,

of these wide disparities in educational expendituies which has been the prime
.

.

factor behind the recent school finance reform movement. '

The school financg reform movement marked its beginning with the land-

mark case of,Serranosys. 'riest in California in the early 1970's. The

California Supreme Court ruled that the state's public school financing system

"with its substantial dependence on local property taxes and resultant wide,

disparities in schoolrevenue"1 was in violation of the equal protection clause

.of both the California state constitution and the Fourteenth Amendment Of the

U.S. Constitution. Centtfl to th& Court's dec
4
ision was its finding that equal

educational opportunity was being denied the youngtpeople of California be-
.

cause under the state's school finance plan the ty bf a child's education,

as evidenced by per pupil expenditures, was dir tly dependent upon the wealthPi
.

..

of the child's parents and neighbors. Furthermore, the states distribution .of
4

aid. to districts on auniform per pupil basis, regardless of district wealth,

only exacerbated the existing disparities in school district educational I

,it. ''

offerings. The court also found that taxpayers in poor districts could not

"freely choose to tax (themselves) into an excellence" which the tax rolls

could lhot provide.
2 In its ruling, the court raised, two fundamerital issued:

educational. expenditure equity'andtax burden equity. ,Howevdr, the overriding
-- - 1

Serrano vs. Priest, 96'Col. Rp 'tr. 601, 487 pl ,2d'1241 (1971)

2
Serrano vs. Priest

8
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concern of the court lay, with achieving greater equity among sbhoOl districts

in spending for education.

'Shortly aftei the original Serrano case (1971), a fedgrarDistrict Court
in Texas found the Tetras' system of school finanie to be unconstitutional under
the.Fourteenth Amendmdnt.,

heard by the U.S. Supreme

court's decision, finding that 1) education was not a

afforded protection 'under the Federal Constitution (tourteenth Athendment) and

2) there'vaspo suspect classification of poor against whom discrimination had
been practiced., The court maintained that the Texas school finance plan was

. t
structured so as to preserve local autonomy over education and not to promote

wealth didcrimination. Paramount to the Court's decision was a fear that a

national mandate to refornistate school finance laws would cause too great ai
shift in the. traditional distribution of Powers among state and federal

governments in the field of education.3

The impact of the Rodriguez, decision wasoodfiectively close the federal

Rodriguez vs . San Antonio wasOn appeal, the

Court. In 1973, the Supreme
4

Court reversed the lower

fundamental interest

-0 courts to dp, cbnsiderationof school finance reform. At the time of the

decision, many reformel-s felt that the weight Of such an opinion from the U.S.

Supreme Court would negatively influence state courts. Fortunately, the

Serrano case remained unaffected by the U.S. Supreme Court's decision since

it also was based on an interpretation of the state constitution's equal

protection clause. Despite the Rodriguez decision, litigation based on state

constitutional grounds did continue in various states.

Within a matter of weeks after the Rodriguez decision, the'New Jersey

SUpreme Court ruled in Robinson vs. Cahill that New Jersey's plan for public

' school financing violated that mate's constitution because- the plan failed

to provide for a "thorough and efficient system of tree public schools." The

court stated that .the obligation to provide for a "thorough and efficient

system" of education was clearly the state's, and that.regardlessof the reason,,

"if the local government cannot carry the burden, the state must .itself meet,

its continuing obligation. 11 4it is interesting to note in this case that the

3
JbhnitTennings, "School Finance Reform: The Challenge Facing Connecticut,"

. Journal df Education Finance, Vol. 4, No. 4, p. 397.

4
Robinson vs. Cahill, 62NJ 473, 303 A. 2d273 (1973)

4
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New Jersey Supreme Court cle*ly accepted educational expenditure levels.as

a measure of the quality of educational opportunity being provided in school .

districts.
/

The Horton vs. Meskill case followed.in 1977. The Connecticut school
.

finance plat was ruled unconstitutional by the Connecticut Supreme Court on

'grounds that it violated both an education rights clause and the equal pro-

tection clause of the state constitution. The court maintained that since

it was the state's constitutional responsibility t,Q. "provide a-substantially

equal eduLtional opportunity" for its youth, a system of school finance

which relied primarily on local funding and yet provided no sighificant state

_ equalizing aid was unconstitutional. The court further found that since public

education was a fundamental right under the state constitution's equal pro-
'10

i.tection provision, any infringement of that right must be strictly scrutinized.

Unlike the U.S. Supreme Coure,s4inding in Rodriguez, die Connecticut Supreme

Court held that local control of education was not a "compelling state interest" ,

justifying different treatment for education among districts.

In Cincinnati vs. Walter, an Ohio Supreme Court ruled (1979) that 's

school finance plan was constitutional, overturning the decision of two lox
. .

.courts Which ruled in 1977 and in 197.8 that tio's equal yield formula was

unconstitutional. The lower courts held that Ohio's school finance' plan,

-Which distributed state aid according to local tax effort, violated the state's

"thorough and efficient" education claute since local effbrts or the inclination

of taxpayers to support property tax.initiatives,owas not necessarily a teflection-

of voter preference for education but rather an indicator of the socio omic

class or wealth of the district. Furtheimore, the differences in district

expenditures per pupil and resultant variations in educational quality attributed

to the school finance plan, violated the state constitution's equal protection

clause. 11.,

In its finding, the Ohio Supreme Court said the state's plan was cotsti-

tutional because local control oP education "provides a rational basis for

supporting tn"-disparity in.per pupil expenditures." Additionally, the present

financing system meets the condition for a "thorough and efficient" education
,

beiause "no part or.any number" of the school districts in the state are

starved for funds or lack of teachers, building or equipment. "The fact.that

abetter financing system cquld be devised which would be morn efficient or

o
0
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.4

more thorough is not material," the court said. The case is now being appealed

by the plaintiffs to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Ak.In the 1978 Nei York case, Levittown vs. Nyquist, the New York school

finance plan was declared unconstitutional. In its findings, the court adopted
the concepts,, of "municipal' overburden",

and-"educational overburden." In
,recognizing the role of municipal overburden, the court required that the

greater burden placed on city taxes to provide revenues fox wideppread sociV.
. '\,

services must be taken into account in apportioningtatate funds for public
.

.

education. Similarly, the court recognized that certain school districts,

partcularly large urban districts, are overly butdened with high educational
need children such as handicapped, disadvantaged, and limited English speaking
children. This fact coupled with the:higher cost of purchasing educational
services in the cities leads to the limited ability of some diitricts to meet

\ , ,the demand for educational services.
L.. ....,-

Since Serrarp vs, Priest, More than thirty school finance cases have been
filed in state and federal courts.

5
Some of the most'significant cases have

.

been preIented here as a brief overview of the judicial history of the reform
S movement. While the tuAloil of. school finance reform may not reach directly

into the, classrOom,the impact of the movement will jlave'an effect on the
funds available for the

, education of each and every child..For this'reason
i

it is imperative that teachers, other school professionals, and those concerned
about Oblic education become knowledgeable about school finance issues and

A

actively engage in policy debates.

The'purpose of this Manual,is to providean overview of the way public

elementary andsecondary schools are financed.in Missouri, place school finance
in the context of governmenC.finances, and explore some of the school financd

policy issues and options,,,, Chapter II of this manual looks at state an4local

government. fiscal structures in Missouti with emphasis on fiscal performance
and effort. 'This chapter is offered as background information for the larger

/

discussion of school finance strategies, for without ap...dilderstanding of local,
u

and state financial capacities, medqingful and well integrated reform-measures
cannot fie conceived, Chapter III explains the current Missouri state school

e.

5
Jay Moskowitz and Joel Sherniai,'"Saool Finance bitigation: The Use of'.
Data Analysis," Journal of Education Finance, 1979. ,Vol, 4., No. 4, p. 322.

' 114
1 '
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financing plan with emphasis on howotate aid to school Lstricts is distributed.

Lastly, Chapter p/ provides en introduction-to the issue surrounding school

finance'reform by examining statewide disparities in school district educational

expenditure's, wealth, and tax rates. Some commentary is offered on the effects

of these disparities' and their relationship to state financing formulas.

.

".11,
12

401
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CRAFTER II

MISSOURI STATE,AND LOCAL FISCAL STRUCTURE

:

,The fipancing of public elementary and secondary s hools cannot be considered

.;.,s
outside of the context of general. state and local govern ent finances Ir fact, in

192.6-77.in the United States, 41.7 percent of all state nd "local government.

expenditures were for.locaa eleMentafry and Secondary sch ols. For Miskouri,

the proportion )(bas only slightly less at 41.3 percent. n terms of resources

required, local schooling is the major function of state and local governments.

lit is appropriate, then, to consider the.environment of he state and local'

44'ivernment fiscal structure, as well as the economic base, before taking a

z detailed look at school finance.

Missouri is a major midwestern state with a:p9pulation of 3.8 million, an

increase of a half million people since 1960. Over 55 percent of Missouri's

people rive in the two major metropolitan areas of St. -Louis and Kansas City.

Smaller metropolitan areas exist around Springfield, St. Joseph, and Columbia.

-AU together, 63.6 percdnt of the populatioh of Missouri is in metropolitatrareas.

ti

. In 19740, Missouri had a pdr capita personal income of.a proximately $6,000,'

or 7-percent below the national average. In per capita pericinal income, Missouri i)

ranked 29th in the nation in 1976A..while it had - ranked 23rd it 1970 and 24th in

'1960.

Missouti's employment profile shows that the state's tabor force is employed

as.follows: white .collar, 47 percent; blue collgr, 36 percentgservice, 13 per

cent; and farm,-4 pfercent.

(Majoreconomic activity in the state is concentrated in the fol owing areas:
o

1. Agriculture -,:,,,,,

2. Finance, insurance, and real estate
--,-

3. 'Transportation equipment

4. .Food prodUcts

5. Priniing'apd;pAlisliin

.6. 'Apparel and textile products

-----
amse,provide Missouri with a fairly diversified economy.

In 1977,'there,were 2,953 local governmental units in Missouri. These local

governpents included 114/counties, 916 municipalities, 326 townships, 1,021 special

XistriCps, and .573`Nchool dist.ticts.

13
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State Government Finances

.State government in Missouri was a $2.5- billion enterprise in 1976-77. As
shoWn in Tables 1 and 2, the state of Missouri spent approximately.$2.5 billion
in general reva enues. The discrepancy between the figures for, total general
expenditures and total general revenuesin the two tables represents net transfer

-payments to social insurance funds and net changes in. general debt.
Table r shows the major expenditure categories for the state of Missouri

,

with per capita amounts and the percentage distribution of expenditures shown.
,Between state aid to local, schools and direct state expenditures for educatioi

(primarily public higher education and the opepation'of.the state ..:luc'ation depart.
ment), 41.6 percent of all state general expenditures go for educational purposes.
The next most important-function(s) of the state government are public welfare
and highways which combine to take another 33.7 percent of state expenditures.
These three functiOns account for threequarters of all general state spending.

Note that total education expenditures by the state come to over $210 per
person in Missouri.

It is important to note'where the state revenues came from to pay for these
public services. Table 2 shows general revenue for 1976-7 for the state of
Missouri.

.

The four largest sources ofievenue were.jeder.11 aid (30.0 percent), the
general dales tax 422.7 percent), the individual income tax (14".8 percent), and
seleCtive sales taxes (12.6 percent). License taxes, the corporation income tax,
and current charges also provided significant amounts of state revenue.

Local Government Finances

*Local 'governments in Missouri Collectively spent even more in 1976-77 than'
did the state government ($2.8 billion vs. $2.5 billion). The largest single
item of local government expenditures was local elementary and secondary schbols
which accounted for 47.7 percentmef-all local spending._

Foklowirig local schools were health and hospitals (74 percent), police
protection ?5.7 percent), highways (5.6 percent), and sanitation'and sewerage
(5.5 percent). Note in Table 3 that 87 percent of all local s

current operations, while 13 percent was for ca ital outlay (primarily construction
of new .facilities and purchase of e uipm nt).

.

Table 4 shows how loc governments raised these monies. The four largest
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TABLE 1

STATE GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES

STATnOF MISSOURI
1976777

Amount
(thousands of dollars)

Per
gob

Capita
Amount

Percent.wl___
Distribution

General Expenditures $2,466,856 $513 100.0%
Intergovernmental Expenditures 726,0281 151 29.4

for Education 601,856 125 '24.4
for Highways 46,560 10 1.9

Direct General Expenditures , 1,740,828 362 70.6
Education 424,601 88 17.2
Public Welfare 435,297 91 17.6
Highways - 51,053 73 14.2

.AMospitals 162,779 34 6.6
Natural Resources '57,912 12 2.3
Health 43,586 9 1.8
Correction 35,048 7 1.4
Other 230,552 48 9.3

TABLE

STATE GOVERNMENT REVENUES
STATE OF MISSOURI

1976-77

Amount
(thousands of dollars)

Per CapitaCTercentage
Amount distribution

TOtpl'General Revenue $548 ' 100.0%
. Federal Revenue

.$2,632,796.

789,064 164 30.0
Local Revenue .--3,568 1

General Sales Tax,, 596,434. 124 22.7
Selective Sales Taxes 332,979 69. . 12.6

License Takes 149,108 31 5.7
Individual Income Tax 389,594 81 14.8 4'.

Corporation Income Tax 105,772 22 4.0
Other Taxes 24207 5 .0.9

Total Charges . 186,931 39 7.1

MiscellaneousGeneral Revenues 55133 11 2.1

SOurce: AFT- Department of Research calculatiohs from U.S.'Bureau of the Census,
State Government Finances in 1977 (Series GF77 No.3)

r

15
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TABLE 3

LOCALGOYERNMENT EXPENDITURES
ALL MISSOURI LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

1976-77

Amount Per Capita Percentage
-(thousands of dollars) Amount Distrifttion

Direct General Expenditures c $2,782,700
Current Operations 2,413,400
Capital Outlay 369,300

Local Schools 1,328,500
Higher Education 81,500
Highways " 157,100
Public Welfare

14,000
Health & Hospitals 213,500
Police Pratection 159,000
Fire Protection 71,200
Local Parks & Recreation 80,400
Sanitation & Sewerage 153,200
General Government 100,400
Interest 103,400
All Other

320,6Q0

$580 100.0%
402 86.7
77 13.3

277 47.7
17 2.9
33 ° 5.6
3 0.5

44 7.7
33 5.7
15 2.6
17 2.9
32 5.5
21 3.6
22 3.7
67 11.5

TABLE 4

LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES
ALL MISSOURI LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

1976-77

Total General levenue
from Federal government
from State,govennment.
ffom Own Sources

Property taxes
General sales taxes
Other taxes

Charges &.Misc. Revenues

Source:

1

i.

Amount Per Capit.4 Percentage
(thousands of dollars) Amount Distribution'

$2,954,500 $615 100.0%
377.,70Q 79 12.8
713,400 148 24.1

1,863,400 388 ., 63.1
922,600 192 31.2
131,800 ' 27 4.5
271,000 56 9.2

-538,000' 112 ' 18.2

AFT Departtent'of ResearCh calculations from U.S. Bureau of'the ,ensus,
Governmental.Finances in 1976-77 (Series GF77 No.5)

16
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o

.:

local revenue sources were* the local-property tax .(31.2 percent), state aid

(24.1 percent), charges and. miscellaneous revenues (18.2 percent), and federal t

. -

aid to localities which is provided through the state government and counted

here as state aid:

The noteworthy feature of Misioigiis local' government revenue structure is

the heavy reliance on the local property, tax.

State. an Local Fiscal Effort

Table 5 relates selected items of Missouri state and local revenues and

expenditures to state personal Income and 'shows a comparison with the U.S. average

and the corresponding data for surrounding states.

The value of relating revenue,,and expenditure data to personal income i that
,

it, corrects for differing income levels amoni states.

In both general revenues and general expenditukeS per $1000 of personal

income, Missouri falls ,below the national average And perf64-ms poorly compared

*
tit) its neighbors.

While_the expenditure per $1000 of personal income for'local schools in .\,/

Missouri does slightly exceed that of neighboring Illinois, it is almost 10

.percent below the national level, as well as below other neighboring states.

Table 6 shows the proportion of Missouri's personal income going to schools

over a mblti-year period: Since 1971-72, the share of income spent can schools

aas been steadily declining, with Missouri rank.ng 32nd in the.U.S.. in 1971-72

and 44th in 1977-78. Quite simply, spending for schools in Missouri has not

-Kept pace wAth gains in income.

Another way of measuring tax effort is the representative tax system approach.

iete a national average tax,t.rate for a particular tax is applied to 'a state's tax

3ase. The resulting yield, compared with acutal yields using the state's

actual grate, providesa comparative tax effort index. An index of less than

l00 shows u deruse of a tax and an index of over 100 shows an overuse.

R.

Table 7 shows the "Imperative tax effort index for major state and local

':axes in Missouri in 1975.

In that year, Missouri had an above average tax effOrt for selective sales

:axes on public utilities and all licenses. Missouri underused all other taxes,

gith.significant underuse-of the alcoholic beverage sales tax, the corporation

letiiihtome tax, death and gift taxes, and severance taxes.

4
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TABLE 5
,

RELATION OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT'
FINANCIAL-ITEMS TO STATE PERSONAL INCOME

MISSOURI AND SELECTED STATES
1976-77 I'

Missouri Illinois

.

Iowa -Kansas U.S.

.General ReVenue Per -$1000 of

;PersonaljUcome

.

. .

--;,,Total $71.741, $: 174 $ 199. $ 186 $ 208

Fedeild1=Sources, 34 , 40 37 46

All State & Local.- Sources 130- , ° 140 , 159 149 163

TaxeS
propeity Taxes

103

33'.

'117

43.,

120
47

113
47

128,

46

4enera,:t Eltpencliture, Per $1000 of

*i-Irsci.ilat-/OdOte
'198

.s.

Total 159. -1-73 la6., 199

Lpcil to6olr, '47 '--46 56 49 52--

-0ther,EfluCation 18 .' -19 28 25 , ,' -23

.

.

-Fersonal-Iconld Per

l*F6:
5963: 7347 6245, 6470 6309

:iw

1

OURCE: .S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in 1916:-77 (Serieg GF77 No.5)
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TABLE 6

STATE AND LOCAL REVENUES FOR SCHOOLS
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME

MISSOURI
1971-72 to 1977-78

PERCEN RANK AMONG 50 STATES

1971-72 4.8

19f2-73 4.6

1973-74 4.8

1974-75

1975-76 .4.4.

1976-,77 4.2

1977-78

32

38

33

88

42

44

SOURCE: Advisory Comn'lieSion on Intergov\nmental Relations,
Signifyiant Featuigslpf Fiscal Federalism, 1978-79
Edition.

'SP
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TABLE 7

MISSOURI STATE AND LOCAL TAX EFFORT
AS MEASURED'BY THE REPRESENTATIVE TAX SYSTEM

1975

TYPE OF TAX TAX EFFORT1

.All Taxes 85'
General Saris d-Tax 83-
Selective Sales, Taxes 91

Motor- Fuels 85
Alcohol Beverages 59
Tobacco PrOducts 94
-Insurance 86
Public utilities 137

Licenses 104
Individual Income Tax 87
Corporation Income Tax 51
Total Propetty. Taxes 86

R4sidential 85 a
Commercial & Industrial 88
Farm 78'

Public Utilities 93
Death & Gift Taxes 55
Severance*Taxes 0

State's Tax Rate X State's Tax Base1
Tax Effort Index =

Nat. Av. Tax Rate X State's Tax Baseto

SOURCE: D.'Kent HalsfEad, Tax Wealth in Fifty States
(Washington: The National Institute of Education,

-%%
1978)

.i
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:CHAPTER°I1I

STATE SUPP OR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION--
. .

Public Education in Missouri

,
A .

4 ol
In 1977-78, the' Missouri public school system educated 1,008,'186 pupils.

- ..

Like many states across the country, this enrollment figure represents a decline
.

%

O. A 4
$.

over the previous year's enrollment. Table 8 shows Missouri's.enrollment,trend

compared with the najonal trend for the pastjfive years. Since 1973-74, 40

Missouri schools have seen an average decline of 1.5 percent per year compared .

1 .

to a national average declinelf 0.9 percent per year.

TABLE 8

PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS
1973-74 to 1977-78

Missouri
Year Enrollment

Percent Decline
Over Previous Year

National ..

Enrollment
,percent Decline
'Over PreviousYear

1973-74 1%06,940 L 45;"i429,000

' 19747.75 1,053,879 1.5 ti 45.,-053000 0.9
1975-76 1,042,881 . 1.0 44,791,000 0.5

1976-'-77 1,026,999 1.5 44,335,000 4. 1.o
1977-78 1,008s186 1.8 43,731,000 1.3

Prepared by: AFT Research Deparppleh:t calcu ations.with 'data from'The 1979
Condition of Educdiloi, Natio 1 Center for Education Statistics,
Department ST Health, Educatio and Welfare; and Selected Education
Statistics for Missouri, Fall, 1978, Missouri Department of Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education

In Missouri,_ there are 557 school diAiicts charged with educatig the

state's children. These istridts represent a wide range of sizes, property

malth andcharacter. The largest distticts, St. Louis and Kaaks City,

!ducate 69,570 pupils and 43,825 pupils respectively.
1

Equalized property
o

1:

Report of the ublic Schools, School Year Ending*June 30, 1978; Missouri
State,Boardo education.
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O
weatth of school districts varies frOma high of $90,119 per eligible pupil to

a low of $6,188per eligible pupil. Some Missouri'districts are hi hlyrbanized;

'others are totally rural in character. These differences among d litts in size,

wealth, and character' esult in different educational,needs, different educational

demands, arid differing abilities to pay. fox educational services.

Funds for Missouri public elementary and'secondary educatiOn'come from three'.

sources: local revenues, §tate ai , and federal aid. In 1977-78, revendes
cal

a.x,a.ilable'for current educational e penditures totaled $1,196;236,496. Table 9
,J

-lhows the breakdown of revenues by ource.

TABLE 9

REVENUES FOR CURRENT EDUCATIONAL
EXPENDITURES FOR 1977 -78 BY SOURCE

Source of Revenue Amount
1978 National

% of Total % Distribution

Local $ 583,284,267 48.8. , 47.8

State 514,273,463 43.0 44..i

Federal 98,678,765 8.2 , 8.1

Total $1,196,236,496 100.0 100.0

Prepared by: AFT Reaearch Department with data taken fro tie Missouri
State Boird of Education, Report of the Public Schools
Year Ending June 30, 1978; The 1979 Condition if,Education,.
National Center for Education-Statistros, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. 6 .

4

The proportion 9f Missouri educational revenues received from local, state and
: .. .

federal souyces:compares directly with the national iverage for perCent distri-
. y

,

bution of educational revenues by source. J
. .

In Missouri, local revenues for education are derive°;rimarily through...
.

local property taxes. Revenues from other taxesincluding intangible 'taxs,

merchants d manufacturers taxes, fines, forfeitures, escheats, and state 4

ta Akeassessed u ity taxes, also go to support public education.

. Total
,
-state aid to public schools includes the minimum, guarantee (foundation

aid plus guaranteed tai base aid), transportation aid, exceptional pupil aid,
. - ,

textbook funds and iocational aid. During the six year period between 1973:'-.74

3

22
, -r.
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and 1978-79, Missouri state aid to public schools increased 45 percent. Table 10

shows total state aid apportionments for this period and the percents increase in

aid over each previous year.

TABLE 10

TOTAL 'STATE AID APPORTIONMENTS.

1973-74'to 1978-

,

Year
Minimum

Guarantee
Special

State Aid*
Total

State Aid
% Increage

OverPrevious Year

1973-74 $314,249,682 $45;850,071 $360099,753

1974-75 332,161,750 55,642,961 387,804,711 7.7

1975-76 345,919,507 61,234,921 407,154,428 5.0

1976L77 364,237,873 64,601,786 428,839,450 5.3

1977-78, 397,297,810 ;83,541,640 . 480,839,450 -12.1

1978-79 , 433,154,467 89,985,244 523,13911 8.8

*Includes

Prepared

transportation, exceptional pupil and building abandonment.

by: AFT Research bepartment calculations with data.from the Missouri
State Board of Education, Repo f the Public Schools, Year
Ending June 30, 1978.

B

awl

General State Aid,

The Missouri school finance formula draws upoct two basic equalization formulas,

the minimum foundation formula and the guaranteed tax base formula, to distribute
.

general state aid to school districts. Both formulas address disparities among

school districts in their abijities .to support the cost of education. The corn4r:

stone of the Missouri state aid program is the minimum foundation formula which

guarantees each school district a specific level,of educational spending per

pupil. State aid becomes the difference between the guaranteed spending level

and what the local district can provide. The guaranteed tax base formula provides

additional state aid to districts who augment their required local effort to spend

above the foundation amount. This formula guarantees each school district a

-relatively high tax base from which to raise additional local educational:revenues.

23
.1%
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The Foundation Formula t

The foundation formula guarantees
4
eaco h school district regardless of wealth

a 'basic amount of money far the cost of each pupil's, education. The guaranteed

amount is known,as the foundation amount or the minimum guaraAtee. 2
The local

0

school district must dntribute to this guaranteed amount. State aid is the

difference between th Minimum guarantee and the.required local contribution..

sos,

tFoundation State Aid = Minimum Guarantee -4 Required Local.Contribution

One can see by looking at the formula that state aid varies inversely as

district wealth increases or decreases. Consider, as district wealth increases

so will tho.required local contribution; therefore, state aid, 'the difference

ween the minimum guarantee and the required local contribution, will decrease.

llustration 1 shows hOW state aid varies inversely with district wealtk.

MINIMUM
GUARANTEE

ILLUSTRATION 1

FOUNDATION AMOUNT

STATE
AID

REQUIRED LOCAL
CONTRIBUTION

STATE
AID/

REQUIRED
LOCAL

CONTRIBUTION

Medium
PoorkDistrict Wealth District

STATE AID

REQUIRED

LOCAL

CONTRIBUTION

'Wealthy
tistrict

44,

MINIMUM
GUARANTEE

\ 0
2
The term minimum/guarantee is'pse'd interchangeably in Missouri to refer to
both the guaranteed foundationAamount and total general state aid (foundationd

I

plus guaranteed tax base aid). '''

W..

24
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The Minimum Guarantee

To determine foundation aid to -'a district,, one must first' alculate the

district minimum guarantee. This minimum guarantee used upon a state,

expenditure factor, the number of°elyble pupils W.thin the district, and,the
,

numbei. of ADC children (Aid to Families with Dependent Children) And'orphans

in the district. The'guarantee is computed as falloffs:

. 7 .25 75 %4 State
Minimum Number of

X
75% State Number of Expenditure

Gutrantee Eligible Pupils' Expenditure,Factor ° ADC + Orphans ' Factor

State Expeediture Factor )
(-

N
The state expenditure factor is calculated each year by the Depirtment of

--Elementary and Secondary Educationof the Stag Board of Education. The factor

is determlined by dividing the state total of current expenditurea4for the second

year preceding the award year by the state total of eligible pupils for t 'he

second preceding.year.

o

State Expenditure _, State Total Current Expenditure-
Factor (SEF) State Total Eligible Pupils

(for second preceding year)

In 19T7 -78, the actual state expenditure factor (SEF) was $1,132. Recall

that the formula for determining minimum guarantee specifies that 75% oftthe

state expenditure factor be used. Fpr 1977-78, .75 SEF is equal to $849.
3

I

Pupil Eligibility

pupil eligibility count is a combination of average daily membership

(ADM) and average daily at ndan e (ADA). Pupil eligibility is, found by dividing

the sum of a district's ADM and A by twg.

Pupil Eligibility.Count =
ADM + ADA

2

3
For 1978-79, .75 SEF was eqtial to $943 and for 1979-80, .75 SEF is equal
to $10.49.
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C ADC and Orphans

Tice minimum guarantee assures4eaah.district additional money to ot\rset the
increased costs off providineeducational services to disadvantaged children. The
additional foundation amount is based upon the number of resident children between
the ages'of 5 to,18 who were enrolled in the pub* schools the previous September
and are considered as'either qualified recipients of Aid to Fa milies with DepetTdent
Children or orphans:

Combining all these factors, re

district's minimum guarantee is:

Minimum Number of state
-..--7"Guarantee Eligible Pupils Expenditure Factor

as

1 that the formula for calculating a

.25 .75 5tate
Number of E

)ba.
Expenditure,

ADC + Orp ns Factor

As an exail le, Consider Flat Land district with the following student counts:
ADM =`750, ADA. 700, residellt enrolled ADC = 113 and resident enrolled orphans.= 2.
The 'minimum gu rantee for this dig:t ict.for'19776.78 'would be computed as follows:
(.75 SEF = $849):

I) Number _ ADM. + ADA
Eligible Pupils 2

750 +" 700

2

= 725

2) ADC + Orphan Count = ADC + Orphans

I.

= 113 + 2

= 115 4'

'Minimum Guarantee = (# Eligible Pupils X .75 SEF)-+

(ADC + Orphans X .25 X..754SEF)

= (725 ,X $849) + (1T5 x :25 X $849)
= $615,525 + $24,409

= $639,934

(all figures rounded to nearest whole number)
0 To determine the minimum guarantee'per pupil, simply diVide the total minimume

.

guarantee by the total number of eligible,pupils. Fox Fiat Land district, the
\a!,inimum gUaranteetper pupil is equal to:

$639,934
$882 per pupil.725

26



EXERCISES ON MINIMUM GUARANTEE

.

.
,

1. Calculate the total eligibility count for the following distAlts:

ADM ADA

District A 1,250 1,220

%District B 1,400 1,360

2. Calculiate total minimum guarantee and minimum guarantee per pupil for

both Dis iet A and District B using the answers from the exercise above

and the following information. Use the 1977-78 figure of $849 for 75% of the

state- expenditure factor.

I

Orphan Count ADC Count

District A 30 150 .

District B 100, 350

" 27
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Required.Local Contribution

Local school districts are expected to share in the cost of supporting public
education according to their ability or local 'wealth.' Most school districts
raise educational revenues by levying a property tax on their local property
wealth.

The next step toward computing state foundation aid is the calculation of
the required local contribution, the amount the state required a district to
contribute to the Minimum Guarantee. In Missouri','the required local contribution
represents a combination of educational revenues raised from property taxes, fines,

forfeitures, and escheats, and taxes on intangibles. By far the single greatest
source of local revenues is the property tax. That portion of the required local

contributiofi derived through property taxes is computed by multiplyinvedistrict's

property wealth, equalized assessed valuation, Cy a tax rate, the pupil weighted
levy. The product is then adjusted by an income factor, torreclosely reflect
the ability of the tax payers in a district to support the cost of educational
services.

"Nioc>
, "Many economists argue that since property taxes are paid from personel

income, property wealth alonejs not an accurate measure of ability' to pay or
district wealth. Property wealth adjusted for personal income is a more sensitive

e°
measure of district wealth. For example, an aging industrial city may have a
high property wealth and a low income level. A required local coAriburiqn

based solely on property wealth or assessed valuation will be high since the

city will appear to be 'rich. But a local contribution based on property valuation
modified with an income measure will be considerablyaless as the city will look
poorer.

.

40*
The Missouri formula technically adjusts the tax rate (the pupil weighted

levy), not the prorty value, upward or downward with the income factor. The
result is that wealthier districts are required to levy a higher tax rate on their
prgpertS, value than poorer districts, thereby increasing their required local

contribution. MathematiCally, the net effect isothe same as adjusting property

value for income differentials.

The formula for calculating the required local contribution is:
St.

I.
Missouri Assessed Pupil Distritt

Required Local Contribution = Equalized X .57 Weighted X Income
Based on Property Wealth ' Valuation'

2v5T
Factor
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Equalized Assessed Valuation

A district's tax base for educational purposes is known as its equalized

assessed valuation. Equalized,assessed valuation differs from assessed valuation

in that it attempts to eliminate the variations among districts in local assessment

practices. Equalizing property values helps to insure that valuations are com-

parable across school districts, an important factor when state aid is distributed

largely based on district property wealth. Interestingly, Missouri school

districts include state assessed railroad and utility property valuation in their

total district valuation.

Pupil Weighted.Levy

The pupil weighted levy (PWL) is a uniform levy or tax set by the state's

Department of Elementary and Secffindary Education. It applies to all school

districts in the computation of the required local contribution. The pupil

weighted levy-is determined by multiplying the equalized operating levy (school

tax rate) for each district by the numbdr of eligible pupils in each district,

adding the product values for all districts, and dividing the sum by the state

total number of eligible pupils.4

Pupil Z (District Equalizing Operating Levy X istrict Eligible Pupils)

Weighted = Z All Eligible Pupils in State
Levy (for second previous year)

The actual pdPil weighted levy for grant year-1977-78 was $3.58 per one hundred

cellars of assessed valuation. For the purpose of calculating the required local

contribution, only 57 percent of the pupil weighted levy is,used in the formula.

For 1977-78, 57% of the pupil weighted levy was $2.04.
5

District Income Factor

The district_ income factor is used to adjust the pupil weighted levy in the
446

formula upward or downward to compensate for the effect of varying income ieyels :

s ,

4Data for the second, preceding year is used in this computation.
,

5The actual pupil weighted levy.for 1978-79 was $3.27; for 1979-80, $2.96.

FiftY2teven percent of the pupil weighted levy'for 1978-79 was $1.86; for

1979 -80, $1.60.

29
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across districts. Data to calculate this factor for each district are obtained_

from the state income tax returns from each, district. The key elements in the
9

calculation of this factor are the district adjusted gross income per return and
the state adjusted gross income per return. The district adjusted gross income'

per return is the total individual adjusted gross income in a school

district divided vy the total number of Missouriincome tax returns filedffrom
the school district, as reported by the State Department of Revenue for the

second preceding year. The state adjusted gross income per return is determined

similarly using aggregate income and tax return:figures for the state,
6

. District District Adjusted Gross Income Per Return
Income = 1 + State Adjusted Gross Income Per Return
Factor 2

For example, if a district has an adjusted gross income per return of $5,006 and
the state has an adjusted gross income per return of $10,060,.the district income
factor would be .75.

District Income Factor = $ 5,000

$10;000

2

= 1.5

2

= .75

Multiplying the pupil weighted lev4rby the district income factor results

in a value referred to as the income adjusted pupil weighted levy or the pupil

weighted levy district income factor.

Calculating the Required Local Contribution

The preceding section examined how local educational revenues based on

property taxes are.derived. 'Earlier, it was stated that the required local

6The state adjusted gross income per returns for 1977-78 was $11,485; for
1979-80 (estimated) $13,494.

3
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'contribution represented a combination of revenues raised from property taxes,

fines, orf'itures, and escheats, and taxes on intangibles. Com ining all these

factors, the formula for calculating a district's required loca contribution-is:

Required Equalized 57% Pupil District 57% Fines, 57%
Local .- Assessed X Weighted X Income -P Forfeitures, Intangible

Contribution Valuation Levy Factor Escheats
$100

The formula spdcifits that 57 percent of all fines, forfeitures, escheats'', et

cetera and intangible taxes received the previous year for school purposes be

included in the required local contribution.

As, an example of how the reqUired local contribution is calculated, consider

e

again Flat Land district with an equalized assessed valuation of 46,500,000; a

district income factor of .03; total' fines, forfeitures, escheats et cetera of

$1,700; and total intangible taxes of $2,200. Use the 1977-78 figure of $3.58

for the actual pupil

levy IS $2.04.

Required
Local =

,-Contribution

=

=

=

weighted levy. Fifty-seven

16,500,000
2.04

percent f the pupil weighted

+ .57 X 1700) + (57 X 2200

+ 969 + 1254

X X .93)
100

(165,000 X 2.04 X .93)

313,038 + 969 + 1254

$315,261

EXERCISES ON REQUIRED LOCAL CONTRIBUTION

1. Compute the district income factor for District A and District B. Use

the 1977-78 figure of $11,485 for the state adjusted gross income per

return.

District A

District B

-

District Adjusted Gross
Income Per Return

8,550

6,700

31
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EXERCISES ON REQUIRED LOCAL CONTRIBUTION CONT.

2. Calculate the total required local contribution and the con ribution'per

pupil for District A ant District B above using the followin: additional.

information. Use the 1977-78 figure of $2,04 for .57 PWL.

EquV.ized Assessed Valuation'..

Fines, forfeitures, escheats

Revenue from intangible taxes

Eligible Pupils

".

District B

00;000 21,800,000

2,100 1,200

,400 2,200

1,235. 1,380

32
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State Aid The Basic Apportionment U.
.

\
.

Having learned how to calculate the minimum guarantee and . the4required local

contribution, one can now compute state aid under the foundation formula, the

first part of the Missouri school finance plan. State aid, known as` the basic

apportionment, is simply the differencebetween ,the Minimum guarantee and the

required local contribution.

Basic Minimum Required Local
Apportionment ,cuarantee Contribution

As an example of hoAko compute state aid; remember Flat Land district with a

minimum guarantee of $639,934 (p. 19) and a required leal contribution of

$315,261 (p. 24). -State aid to this district would by $324,673, the difference

between the minimum guarantee and the required local contribution.

Basic Apportionment = $639,934 $315,261

= $324,673.

To calculate state aid per pupil, divide the total state aid apportionment by

the number of eligible Pupil.. in-the-district. For Flat Land district, state

aid per, pupil is equal to $324,673 or $448 per pupil.
725

EXERCISES ON THE BASIC APPORTIONMENT

1. Using t Minimum Guarantee calculated for District A and District B on

page 20 a the Required Local Contribution calculated for both on pages

24 and 25, w calculate the total state foundation aid or,minimum guarantee

aid, and stat aid per pupil.

4
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Guaranteed Tax Base Add-On

As stated earlier, the Missouri school finance plan provides t types of.

general state aid. The foundation formula or Minimum Guarantee fo 'ula, discussed

in the previous section, assures each .school district a basic level o3ejeclucational

spending per pupil. The Guaranteed Tax Base Add-On (GTB Add-On) r presents

additional general state aid.for moderate to /ow wealth districts o tax them- .Z

selves above the required local rate (PWL district income factor) order to

spend above the Minimum Guarantee.

-A basic guaranteed tax base-formula assures each school district in the state

that it can act as if it had a tax base or level of property wealth eqpal to, that

of some level or standard set by the state. Under this type of plan, the local

school district is free to choose the tax rate it wishes to levy upon it's

prOperty wealth for the purpose of raising educational revenues. This tax rate

is then applied to the state guaranteed tax base and to the actual tax base6I

the district. State aid difference between what could"be raised with4the

guaranteed tax be and what is atually raised by the district from its local

property wealth. The generic formula for a guaranteed tax base state'aid clan

is:

State Guaranteed
X Local

Aid . --Tax Base Tax Rate
Locale Local

Tax Base
X

Tax Rate

Frqm the formula one can readily see that as long as the local tax base is less

then the guaranteed tax base, the district wilf'receive state aid.

The formula for the Mis.ouri Guaranteed Tax liaise Add-On follows the above
o

basic formula with some modifications. Essentially, sitIce all school districts'

must levy a tax rate equal to"57% ofthe pupil weighted levy adjusted for income

to receive basic state foundation aid, to receive additional GTB aid, they must

not only have a tax base less than the guaranteed tax base but they also amjet

levy a school tax rate greater than the require& 57% of PWL adjusted for income. 1

The formula for compdting the Missouri Guaranteed Tax Base Add-On is:

Add-T

GOn
GTB -. DistrictDistrict Equalized Assessed Valuation Per Pupil)

X
Number of

100 Eligible Pupils .

District
-

ict Equaliied .57 Pupil Weighted /
e>

Multiplied by
Operating Levy °4vy District Income Factor

I 4
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, The guaranteed tax base (GTB) is the amount of equalized assessed valuation

per eligible'pupil guaranteed, each school district by the state. in the 'computation

of state aid.. Each,year districts are ranked from lowest to highest according to
.

.

the amount of equalized assessed valuation per eligible pupil. For the 1977-78 %

school year, the.GTB was the amount of equalized assessed valuati per eligible

pupil of the school distri& in which the eighty-fifth percentile ( 5%) of the
.

aggregate number of eligible pupils fell during the preceding year. During
.

GTB was $24,238
. ?,

per,eligible pupil. Beginning in 1978-79 and every

thereafter through 1982-83, the percentile level used to,.determine t
.

increase one percent, capping at ninety percent in 1'82-83.7 , °,,°

1977-78, the

school year

the GTB will

Theie.are essentially three steps in computirig a'districes additional state

aidusingtheGTBAdd-OnFormula.6 The first step is to determine the diffe9nce
1110

between the state guaranteed tax base per eligible pupil and the district's actual

tax base per eligible pupil, and dividethgt difference by 100.

1
GTB - District Equalized Assessed Valuation Per Eligible Pupil

100

The second step is to deterrinneathe difference between the district's actual

operating levy(school tax rate) and the required pupil weighted levy adjusted

for income.

District Equalized i\
2.

Operating Le
*..5Z Pupil Weighted Levi District Income Factor

Th third step is to multiply the difference folliid ifi.'step (1) by the difference

in step (2). This product is the total GTB Add-On pet eligible pupil a disCrici

is qualified to receive. to calculate the total dbllars4in GTB Ad4rOn..that goes

to the district, multiply the result in stetpo(3) by the total number of eligible

pupils in the district.

As an example,of how to4ralculate the GTB Add -O;, consider again-Flap Land
.

district with the fallowing characteristics: - equalized assessed valuation =
-

$16,500,000; equalized operating levy = $2.50; number Of eligible pupil 725;

district income factory The 1977-978 GTB is $24,238 and the 107-78 figure -

for 57% PWL is $2.04.

O

7
The GTB for 1979-8G is $37,361.

.35
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i

Before calculating the GTB Add-On, the district equalized assessed valuation0 .

per eligible pupil and' he PWL'distribt income factor must eirst be determined.
- .

1

2.

9
E.A.V.

Eligible Pupil
$16,500,000

$2 2,758
725 *. .

O

.57 PWL District
=Incomq Factor (.57 PW1g,0" X (District IncomeFactor)-. 4

GTB GTBTB
Add-On

Number
Eligible
Pupils

I

2.04 X .93

= 1.90

E.A.V. Per Eligible Pupil
100

Eq. Operating .57,:PWL
Levy ; .'District Income

Factor

(24,238 - 22,758)a
100 (2.50 1.90) X (725).

81 ) X .60 X .725
100 .

= 14.80

Total
GTB = $6,438

Add-On

GTB Add-On

Per Eligible Pupil
a

X

°=

=

.60 X

14.80

8.88

725

X .60

8 -
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EXERCISES.ON'GTB ADD-ON
01.

1

Calculate theitZtal GTB Add -On and the Add-On per pilpilifor District A

and District B using the following information. tra-e-the 1977-78 figure
,

of $2.04 for ..57 PWL and $24,238' for the.guaranteed tax base. (Hint:

first calculate the equa4zed assessed valuation per pupil and thel the

Pupil ,weighted levy adjusted for income factor).

District A District B

EAV, 43,500,00'0 21,800,000

District Income Factor .87 .79

.Ellgible Pupi 1,235 1,380

Equalize Aerating Levy - 3.35 3.45

2. Calculate the total GTB Add-On and Add-On per pupil for District A with

-
0

a new EAV = $28,000,000.

/

MM.
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Total State Aid Apportionment

Tbtal state ogeneral aid apportitoned to a district is the sum of the district's
foundation aid (minimum guarantee minus required local contribution) and the
GTB Add-On. In the Example, total state aid to Flat Land district is equal to
$324,673 + $6,438 or $331,111.

One cautionary note here, often the Missouri Department of Education refers
to total state general aid as the Minimum Guarantee. Therefore, cafe must be
exercised when using this term.

EXERCISES O! TOTAL STATE AID

1. Calculate the total state aid and state aid per pupil, foundation aid plus
GTB Add-On, apportioned to District A and Districf B. Refe0P4tack to the'
.calculations.on page 26 and 30.

2. Calculate the total state aid and aid per pupil District A is eligible to
receive if its tax base were only $2t,000,000. Refer back to the calculations
on page 26 and 3e, exercise 2._

Ire
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Limited Apportionment

The Missouri School FinAnce Formula has a limited apportionment provision

wh& protects, against excessive increases-in state aid to districts from year

to year. The provision statesthat no diltrict shall receive in state aid an

amount per eligible pupil which is greater than the amount received the previou

year plus. twenty -five percent (25%) of the difference betwee this\ year's state

aid apportionment per eligible pupil and the amount per pupil received the

previous year.
o

Prev. Yr. State

Limited Prev. Yr. State Aid
+ .25

Current Apportionment Aid

Apportionment Eligible Pupil., *Eligible Pupil Eligible Pupil

At

For example, Flat Land district's total apportionment'for this year is

$331,111 or $4574er eligible pupil. If last year Flat Land district received

$400 per eligible pupil in state aid then this year, Flat Lanrd district would

receive:

Limited
400 + .25 X (457 - 400)

Apportionment

= 400 + 14

= $414 per eligible pupil

latal_State
Aid

;4.14 X

= $300,150

1

If the Missouri General Assembly appropriates moreor less funds than is

necessary to meet the Limited Apportionment for all districts, then the twenty-
,

five percent factor will be adjusted to allow for the distribution of available

funds. However,\no district can receive an amount of aid greater than the .

actual current district apportionment (foundation aid plust GTB Ad4s0n).

EXERCISES ON LIMITED APPORTIONMENT'

1: Calculate the Limited Apportionment for -District A and District B if last

year they receii.red $242 per eligible pupil and $800 per eligible pupil

*respectively.
,
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Hold Harmless

Finally, the Missouri for ula incorporates a hold harmless 'Sibyls/on for-.

those districts beginning in 1978-79 and each year theyeafter for 5 years which
4.0*would otherwise be entitled to a smaller state aid apportionment per eligible

pupil than the previous year's apportionment. The provision states that these

districts shall receive,a retie apportionment over the previous year. The

reduction has been defined as t enty percentk(20%) of the difference between,

1976-77 state aid per eli ;ible pupil and the-Current apportion r

pupil.

Hbld Prey. Yr. Aid 76-77 Aid Current Aid Apportionment20 XHarmless .

# Elig. Pupils JeEligible Pupils. .

tHaving calculated this amount of district hold harmless aid, the provision

specifies that a district shall receive no less than 1) the calculated amount;.

or 2) the current apportionment per eligible pupil; or 3) $283 per eligible pupil;

whichever ii greater. The $283 base figure shall be multiplied annually by the

same percent that the apprbpriation of state funds for the foundation program is

changed from the previoui year, and the product-added to the amount per eligible

pupil'r!apportioned the previousryear. This annual adjustment shall not exceed

the percent of annual adjustment for the ayerage of the lowest five percent of

districts receiving state aid,

04-
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CHAPTER IV

STUDYING MISSOURI'S SCHOOL FINANCE PLAN

The school finance reform movement of the pas decade has resulted largely

from court challenges to existing school finance plans on the grounds that they

violated equal protec on provisions within state constitutions. The courts

have held that the quality of education a student receives should not be dependent

upon the weal%of the district in which the pupil resides. Central to the
.

discussions of the school finance reform movement are two concept$: fiscal

equity and educational equity. 4

While there is some ambiguity among school finance experts as to the precise

meaning of these two terms, fiscal equity generally refers to the ability-Of '

school districts to raise educational revenues while educational equity refers to

the distribution of educational resources or the availability of educational

opportunitied across districts.

The concept of fiscal equity recognizes that due to varying degrees of

1Sb"cal wealth, school districts have varying abilities to raise edUcational

revenues. Typically, since most local revenues for education are raised through
,

a local,proper% tax, "district wealth is defined as equalized property value per

pupil. Recall that the Missouri formula adjusts local wealth, based on equalized

assessed property value, for personal income. This adds a dimension Co wealth

'which some economists claim is amore accurqte measure of,ability to,pay for

services since4all taxes, regardless'of the property tax base, are paid out of

income. By, equalizing the abilities of school districts to raise educational

revenues through comparable effort, fiscal equity or fiscal neutrality is achieved.

.Fiscal-equity does not,necessarily result in any lessening of the differences

in levels of educational services provided', as measured by expenditures per"pupil.

.Fiscal equity only requires that differefiaes in educational services not be a .

function of wealth. HoWever, differences in educational expenditure levels may
o

-result from the desire 6f some districts to offer a higher level of educational

through higher property tax rates.

Educational equity refersto the level or quality of educational services-

provided students across school districts. It is commonly measured, in terms'of

expenditures per pupil. While expenditures do not accurate13,-measdre educational
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services, a higher expenditure per pupil does suggest the ability, on the part

of school districts, to hire additional or more experienced teachers, to offer

more innovative instructional materials or educational programs, to expand

facilities, etc. Under this concept, differences in per pupil expenditures are

allowed as long as' they are based on some rational measure of differing student

need. 1.

The manner in which equalization is defined and measured, and the criteria

used for determining if "equalization" is achieved are important considerations

in evaluating the impact of a state School finance plan. A plan may do well

toward alleviating one type of disparity without affecting other types of

disparities. For example,,a plan may equalize per pupil expenditures among

schwa districts, but in the process increase the disparity among districts in

the school taxrates they levy. Most often a school finance plan addresses both

the needs for4equity in the raising of resources and in the. distribution of

resources.

The Missouri school finance plan is designed primarily to achieve equity

ih the'raising of-educational revenues; however, it also addresses equity in the,'

distribution of resources. The minimum guarantee or foundation formula guarantees

all school.districrs, regardless of local wealth, abasic amount of money to cover

the cost of each pupil's education. State aid, distributed in inverse relation

to local wealth, instills that each district will be able to achieve this guaranteed

level of spending,despite its limited ability to raise revenues. The extent to

which this formula is equalizing depends upon the level, of the state guarantee

and the amount of revenue a district' chooses to zaise above the required local

contribution. As local districts tax above the mandated tax rate, disparities

among distridt abilities to raise revenues widen,'because the wealth of the

district determines the amount of money which can be raised above the foundation

level. the Missouri GTA Add-On addresses this disparity'by guaranteeing each

school district taxing above the required level, a relatiVely high tax base. 8

This effectively guarantees all districts levying the same school tax rate equal

educational remenuesper pupil above the foundation amount. Thus, the total

amount of reVftue available for educational spending within a district is

directly dependent upon the willingness of 'a district to tax itself above the

8
The guaranteed tax base is equal to that of the district in which the 85th
percentile of the aggregate number of eligible pupils falls during the

. preceding year when all districts are ,renked in ascending brder according
toprqperty wealth.

4 2
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required rate, which is tailored to reflect the individual districts overall

wealth or ability to pay.

ott, Toward achieving equity in the distribution of educational revenues, the
r, -----

Missouri minimum guarantee or foundation formula defines the guaranteed amount

for spending for each districtindividuaqylbased upon its needs. The formula

recognizes, as part)ofits definition of,equity, the principle of different

treatment fordifferent needs. By incorporating the number of district ADC

children and orphans into the calculation of the minimum guarantee, the state

directs more aid to those districts with disadvahtaged children. This is

especially beneficial to large urban districts with sizeable populations of ADC

recipients. These districts, Whose resources are already sorely stretched by

public services, must also bear the increased cost associated with providing

specially targeted services to disadvantaged students.

This chapter looks at the differences among Missouri school districts in the

distribution of educational resources as measuredby per pupil expenditures and
e

in their abilities to raise educational resources as measured by per pupil

expenditures and in.their abilities to raise educational revenues, considering

district wealth and school tax rates. The purpose of thishapter is not to
4to,

suggest a'new approach to equity or even judge the equity of Missouri's school

finance plan, but to introduce some basic ways in*which the different approaches

can be analyzed".
.

Distribution of Educational Resources

The most direct way of analyzing the distribution of-educational resources

is to consider the differences among school districts in their educational spending

per pupil., To begin the investigation of possible disparities in district

educational expenditures, a small, working sample of 20 Missouri school districts

has been developed. Table 11 shows thd current operating expenditures per

eligible pupil of these districts arranged in order froM the district with the

highest per pupil expenditure to the district with the lowest per pupil expenditure.

The data is for current operating expenditures which do not include expenditures

for school food services, student body activities, community services, capital

outlay, and debt service.

A quick examination, of the data shows the wide differences in per pupil

expenditures among districts for 1977-78. However, in order to analyze e degree.
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of disparity, it is useful to employ certain statistical techniques which help

to summarize the data. For the purpose of our discussion, we will Ilse some of

the basic techniques. Keep in mind there are more sophisticated statistical,

techniques which can be used to yield more comprehensive analyses.

The simplest summary technique is the ranger the difference between the
I

highest, and lowest values. The range indicates the extremes or how widely

, dispersed the didtricts are. In looking at how widespread the difference is

between the highest and lowest values, it is important to keep in mind the

relative size of the sample. For our sample, the range is the difference between

the per pupil expenditures for Clayton (the highest value) and Richland (the

lowest value):

$3,442 - $1,104 = $2,428 Range

Given there are only 20 districts in our sample, the range is quite high.

Another-way to look at the range is to examine the ratio between the highest

value and the lowest value. The range ratio for our sample is 3.39 to 1 or 3 to 1:

$3442 ,

- 3.39 to 1$1014
St

Range Ratio
.

The range ratio shows that Clayton spends more than three times as much on

education per pupil as does Richland. The range and range ratio are also used

to show how closely the summary measures of central tendency represent the entire

sample.'

The measures of central tendency are the simple mean, the weighted mean, and

the median. They are so called because they describe some central point or value

in- the data. These measures are used to describe differences by comparing their

values with the actual values of individual districts in the sample. For example,

you may 4.ndicate how much a particular district varies from the average. Or you .

may choose to group the districts by degree of variance from the average.

The simple mean,;or arithmetic average, is the most famili

summarizing data. The mean or average per pupil' expenditure i

$1,403, This is found by dividing the sum of all districts' p

by 20, the number of districts in the sample.

444
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TABLE 11

CURRENT OPERATING EXPENDITURES
PER ELIGIBLE PUPIL 1977-78

SAMPLE OF 20 MISSOURI DISTRICTS

DISTRICT
TOTAL CURRENT_

OPERATING EXPENDITURES
ELIGIBLE
PUPILS

EXPENDITURES PER
ELIGIBLE PUPIL

Clayton $ 5,923,682 \ 1,721 $3,442
Kansas City 75,131,936 40,744 1,844
Tri County 368,704 224 1,646
Cooper County 293,376 191 1)536
Winston 318,207 ° 219 1,453
Bucklin 425,477 299 1,423
Hickman Mills 15,311,520 4 11,160 1,372
Everton 273;470 205 1,334
Miami - 466,716 356 1,311
Plattsburgh 985,076 766 1,286
Browning '526,680 420 1,254
LaPlata 521,235 429 1,215
Brookfield 1,618,344 1,352 1,197
Windsor 905,412 766 , 1,182
Clark COunty 4509,970 1,295 1,166
Frederickto1n 1,956,030 1,731 1,130
Vandalia ,

Mares County

s 1,130,808
..

773,519.
1,016

709
1,113
1,091

Crane . 574,520 542 1,060
Richland 666,198 657 1,014

TOTAL. $109,680,880 64,802 $28,069

PREPARED BY: AFT Rese rch 'Department froth the Missouri State Board of
Educationvlenort of the Public Schools, School Year Ending
June 30 1978.
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S28 069
0- ' $1,403

20 Simple Mean

As a measure of central tendency, the simple mean can be misleading.if there,

are wide differences in the number of pupils among districts. In computing the
pimple mean, we placed equal weight on each of the values for per pupil expendir.

tures, which themselves_ represent "averages" of total expenditures per &ital. ADM.
Thus, some distortion-re-hints from counting a per pupil expenditure of $1,372 for
Hickman Mills with an eligible pupil count of 11,160 the same as a per pupil 4

o

expenditure of 1,334 for Everton with an eligible pupil count of 205.

This problem can be overcome/by calculating a weighted mean or weighted

average which does account for the differences among districts in.pupils. The
weighted average is.found by dividing the total current operating expenses for
all districts by the total eligible pupil count for all districts:

$109,680,880 = $1,693
64,802 Weighted Mean

The median is the middle value when you'arrange the values according to
Vie. The per pupil expenditures-in Table 11 have been arranged by size from the

highest per pupil expenditure to the lowest. The median is the per pupil expendi-
i

ture that lies hallway between the district with the highest valde and the district

1:1

with the lowest alue. As an example, in a distribution with an odd number of
values, say 5, e median is the middle or third value (1 2 3 4 5). In our

sample of 20 districts, the median is the value which.divides the.20 districts
.

into 2 equal parts'.

.

Thua,
.

it lies midway between the 10th and'llth values pr.

between $1,286 (Plattsburgh) and'$1,254 (Browning)'. The median is computed as

'follows:

(1)

(2)

(3):

$1,286 - $1,,254 32

2

$1,270

$1,270

16

Median

Median

$1;254

$1,286

2

+ 16 =

-1 16 =

.46
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A summary of the data on per pupil expenditures for our 20 Missouri school

districts (Thble

n e:

11) follows:

$2,428

RangeRat 3.39 to 1

Simple Mean: $1,403

Weighted Mean: $1,693

Median: $1,270

1. From Tablelill,

districts.

Cooper County

Eve rton

LaP lata

Fredericktown

Richland'

I

EXERCISES

develop a summary ta?le,l/k-e the one above, for the following

2. De'Velop a summary table for St. Louis, Kansas City, North Kansas City and

Springfield.

DISTRICT
TOTAL CURRENT

EXPENDITURES ELIGIBLE PUPILS
`EXPENDITURE

PER PUPIL

0

St. Louis '$124,832,0,80 66,970'' $1,864

Kansas City 75,131,936 .40,744' 1,844

North Kansas City 2 3,615,640 18,568 1,330

Springfield 20,505,568- 22,489 1,312

A
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Statewide Per Pupil Expenditure Disparities
o

We have used the small sample. of 20 districts to illustrate how data can be

-summarized for the purpose of analyzing disparities among districts' per pupil

expenditures. However, such a small sample cannot be very representative of the

entire state. Because of the computation problems of dealing with all 557

"Missouri school districts, a uniformly distributed random of 100 districts,

representative of the states has been developed.

Table 12 shows the summary data for the random sample of 100 districts.

TABLE 12

SUMMARY ME AIRES OF 1977-78 PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES
SAMPLE OF 100 MISSOURI SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Highest Spending District (Clayton) $3,442

( Lowest Spending District (Strain-Japan)
$ 755

Range $2,687

Range Ratio 4.56 to I

Simple Mean $1,312

Weighted Mean $1,507

Median $1,264

4t4

, it

The range and range ratio for the sample of 100 'districts is greater than.

for the small sample of 20 districts. This is generally to be expected.' In the

large sample, the highest spending distri.Ft, Clayton, spends four and one

times more Tm-education per pupil than the lowest spending district, Strain-Japan.

The simple'mean anWeighted mean in ,this sample are both less than the

values for the sample of, 20 districts, indicating that within the sample of 100

districts there are.more lower spending districts relative to the number of

eligible pupils being served. The weighted mean of $1,507 in the larger sample is

considerably greater thah either,of the' other two measures of central tendency:

the simple teen, $1,312, or.the median, $1,264. This difference indicates that

there are several large districts (high number, of eligible pupils) spending well

abolip the' average expenditure per pupil. The two most notable districts, in this

category are St. Louis with-66:970'efigible pupils and Kansas City'with 40,744.

.
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eligible pupils.' In 1977-78, St. Louis spent an average $1,864 per eligible

pupil and Kansas City spent a cloSe $1,844 per eligible pupil. Hickman Mills,

North Kansas City and Springfield are also large .districts spending above the

average amount.

Another way of analyzing differences in spending is to look at the distributiOn

of expenditures within the sample. Table 13 shows 1) the number and percentage-of

school districts that fall within each of eight expenditure ranges and 2) the total

number of eligible pupils served by the districts in each spending range. Each of

the measures of central tendency falls within a different expenditure.range.,

Seventeen percent of the districts in the sample and 25.3 percent ofthe total

eligible pupils fall within the expenditure range of' die mean, $1,301 to 1,400.

Fifty-eft percent of the districts spend less than the average amount of $1,312

per pupil.' This suggests that aimost,32 percent of the total eligible pupils are

receiving a less than average level of educational services. If both the simple

mean and median are taken into consideration, 41 percent of the districts in the

sample and 21.1 percent of the_eligible pupils fall within less than average
,

expenditure ranges. Interestingly, at the other extreme, 12 percent of the44istricts
1,

s d well above the average amount per pupil for education. Similarly, 'the table

shows that more than 39 percent of the students_are re eiving an above average level

9f educational expenditures. The two districts of St. Louis and Kansas City.account

for-138 percent of these students. 4-

TABLE 13

DISTRIBUTION OF PER PUPIL EXPENDITURkS FOR 1977-78
100 MISSOURI SCHOOL DISTRI S

. .

1977-78
4-`PER PUPIL, EXPENDITURE, NUMBER OF PERCENT OF NUMBER,OF PERCENT OF

RANGES $'S DISTRICTS DISTRICTS ELIGIBLE PUPILS ELIGIBLE PUPILS

1,000 4 4 1,841 0-6
1,000 - 1,100 15 14 20.,521 6:6
1,101 - 1,200 22 22 43,404 1'3,9

1,201 - 1,300
441,15

"15 ' 32,965 ' 10.6
1,301 - 1,400, 17. 17 78,852 25.3
1,401 - 1,500 1Q 10 , 19,797 ,...- =3.5,
1,501 - 1,606 5

,5
1,464 0.5

Above 1,600 12 12 '122,185_ .39.2
Tbtal . 100 100 312,029 100.2

Prepared by: The AFT Department of Research with data taken from the_ Missouri State
4 Board of Education, Report of the Public Schools, Year Ending June 30,

1978. . ,
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Another way to show these differences is to prIseni the information in
Table '13 graphically. Figure 1 'does this using a bar graph.

. FIGURt 1 ,' 4 o

-. DISTRIBUTION OF PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FOR 1977-78 ... .
100 MISSOURL.SCHOOL DISTRICTS
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Differences in District Wealth

t-

es.

In the previous section, disparities amon dis tn,jper$44.1 expenditures
.3were examined. Since most local revenues for education ar raised through local ,

property taxes, a significant portion of the disparity in ikerlu it expenditures
may be attributed to differences in:local wealth.dcifikle.th?,fp-i.in ation or minimum

e :guarantee formula assures all districts relatively equal emiendifures per pupil,
:". .; .

local districts are perralttecl to generate addifional revenues above tjie guaranteed0..level; The GTB AddOn serves to equalize these additional arevenues according to
local effort. This section will examine differences among,scatiooll districts

3.
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in local property wealth. 'Table 14 shows equalized assessed valuations per pupil

fdi the small sample of 20 districts:.

By far, the wealthiest district in the samples.i.s Clayton with an equalized

assessed valuation of $90,119 per pupil. Clayton is also the highest spending

district. Comparing theresults of this table with-Table 11, the four wealthiest

districts are also the four highest spending districts. Similarly, the two poorest

_ districts are also the two lowest spending districts. The range for thissample is

$77,882, extremely high for such a small, sample. )The range ratio.indicates that

Clayton has a tax base which is seven times the tax base of Crane, the poorest

district. The summary data for our sample follows:

Wealthiest District: (Clayton)' $90,119

Poorest District: (crane) $12-,237

Range: $77,882

Range Ratio: 7.36 to 1

Simple Mean: $25,728

Weighted Mean: $32,230 ,

Median: $22,760

_ ---
Note that because of the 1 rge range in property values, the average property Value -

has been skewed4,toward the high wealth end. If the extreme high property value for

Claktoiiseliminated and the simple mean for the sample recalculated based on 19
.

districts, the new value for the Simple mean is $22,338 which more closely reflects

the averaga property value for this sample.

For- a more accurate representation of district wealth across the. state, the

data for the sample of 100 Missouri districts Will again be referred to. The

summary measures for the 100-districts folloW:

Wealthiest District: (Clayton).

Poorest District: (Ripley County)
-

Range:

Range Ratio

aimpl Mean:

Weighted Mean:
,

Median:

$90,119

$ 6,728

.$!33,39.1

13.4 to 1

s$29,400

$2\5,932

$22,082
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TABLE 14

EQUALIZEDSSESSED VALUATIONS PER ELIGIBLE PUPIL,
SAMPLE OF 20 MISSOURI SCHOOL DISTRICTS

'DISTRICT

A

TOTAL EQUALIZED
ASSESSED VALUATION

ELIGIBLE
PUPILS

EQUALIZED ASSESSED
VALUATION

PER ELIGIBLE PUPIL

Clayton

Kansas City

$ 155,094,799

1,519,832,688

1,721

40,744

k90,119

7 SO2
Cooper County 6,052,026 191 31 86'
Tri County 6,512,576 224 2 ,074
Browning 11,880,120 420 ,286

Windsor 19,942,044 * 766 26,034
Windiron 5,431,200 219 Y 24,800
Clark County 31,107,195 1,295 24,021
Miami

. 8,294,444 356 23,299
Plattsburgh 17,752,648 766 23,228
Bucklin 6,665,308 299 ) 22,2920

LaPlata 9,405,825 429 21,925,
Vand4ia 21,082,000 1,016 20,750

gi 26,900,744 1,352 19,897
.Bropkfield

ty
Maries County

. 12,025,349
R

709
.

16,961
Evertou 141, 3,469,830 205 16,926

Hickman Mills 183,582,060 11,160 16,450'

Fredericktown ,Z8,464,564 1,731 16,444
Richland; 8,423,397 657 12,821
Crane 6,632,454 542 12,237

'Total 2,088;591,211 64,802 514,552

PREPARED BY The AFT Research Department with data taken from the Missouri
-0 State Board of Education, Report of the Public School, Year Ending

June 30 1978.
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From the summary measures, it is readily apparent that there is a wide

dispersion of property values across the state. The wealthiest district, Clayton,

has an equalized assessed valuation per pupil 13 times greater than that of the

poorest district, Ripley County. The weighted mean and median are very close in

value, suggesting these might be the truer measures of central tendency for this

sample. Interestingly, both these values correspond closely to the state

guaranteed tax base (GTB) of $24,238 per eligible pupil for the same academic

year, 1977-78. Remember that the guaranteed tax base level for GTB aid is the

amount ofequaliz d assessed valuation per eligible pupil of the district in

which the 85th percentile of the aggregate number of-eligible pupils fell when
. .

ranking the districts in order from the poorest to the wealthiest district. The

value for the simple mean is htgbeir than that'for the weighted mean or median,

indicating there are a significant number of extremely wealthy districts in the

sample.

Table 15 and Figure show the distribution of property values across school

districts. Thirty-seven percent of the districts in the sample have a property

value which, falls withinithe range of central tendency, $20,000 to $30,000.EAV

per eligible pupil (equalized assessed valuation). These districts account for

60 percent of.the eligible pupils. Included within this range are several large

urban districtb: St. Louis City, Springfield, COlumbia, and North Kansas City.

Forty-three percent 6f-ttie districts have an EAV per pupil which is less than

the average range. These districts account for 25.7 percent of the population,

a sizeable portion of the total population. .Finally, 20 percent of the districts

add 20 percent of the eligible pupils benefit from district property values well

in excess of die average values.

Another way to look at the differences -in istrict property wealth is to rank

the 4i ofby deciles in order of size. Deci divide a distribution into JO

subdivisions, with each subdivision having an appro mately equal number of

districts.

Within(our sample of 100 districts, each subdivisio will represent 10

districts. Table 16 shows. the distribution,of district EAV per eligible 'pupil p

by decilds. f

Again-, this table demonstrates a wide disparity among districts in local

property wealth. If the extreme values are eliminated and only the values at

the 90,th percentile (35,962)and the 10th percentile (12,821) are considered, the
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TABLE'15'

iNISTRIBUTION OF EQUALIZED ASSESSED VALUATION
PER ELIGIBLE PUPIL, 1977-78

SAMPLE OF 100 MISSOURI DISTRICTS

.

EQUALIZED ASSESSED
VALUATION PER
ELIGIBLE PUPIL

NUMBER'OF
DISTRICTS

PERCENT OF
DISTRICTS

NUMBER OF
ELIGIBLE PUPILS

PERCENT OF

ELIGIBLE PUPILS

Less than $10,000 4 '4 2,493 '0.810,000 -'15,00 12 12 ""' 11,061 3.5154001 - 20,000 27 27 -. 66,767 21.420,001 - 25,000 25 25 149,788 .48.025,001 - %000 12 12 22,274 7.130,001 -,35,000' 8 8 4,214 1.435,001 - 40,000, 7 7 48,054 15.4Above 40,000 5 5 7,378 2.4
Total 100 100 312,029 100.0

PERCENT
OF

DISTRICTS

,.PREPARED BY:

S

FIGURE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF EQUALIZED ASSESSED VALUATION
PER ELIGIBLE PUPIL, 1977-78

SAMPLE OF 100 DISTRICTS
,selk
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SiMple Mean E.A.V. Per Pupil = $29,400

25
Weighted Mean E.A.V. Per Pupil = 25,092

8 7

5

10 15 20 25 30 I - 35 40

Equalized Assessed Valuation
Per Eligible Pupil

I ,

I - (Thousands of Dollars)

\

.

f

TIT AFT Research Department with data taken' from the Nsouri
State Board of Education, Reportof the Public School /3, Year Ending_
Julie 30, 1978.

I-
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range in property values is considerably smaltell The new range ratio is 2.8 to

1 as compaied to 13.4 to 1 f6r the entire sample.

TABLE 16 )

E.A.V. PER ELIGIBLE PUPIL'BY DECILES
SANIME OF 100 MISSOURI DISTRICTS

DECILE MAXIMUM VALUE MEAN'VALUE MINIMUM VALUE

10 $90,119 $46,761 $36,106

9 35,962 32,645 30,213

8 29,507' 28,418 2'6,572.

7 26,034 24,666 24,021

6 23,440 22,771 - 22,239
...,--\

5 21,925 20,660 , 19,151

4 19,010 18,027 . 16,961 .

3. 46,926 16,240 15,536
.

2 15,345 14,439 13,482

1 12,821 10,429 . 6,728
0

Prepared by: The AFT Research Department

.1

Differences in Tax Effort

Under the 'Missouri school finance plan, districts are required to levy a
I

.specified property tax rate, 57 percent of the state tletermined pupil Weighted

levy. For the purpose of calculating district foundation or mipiMum guarantee
4

aid, the pupil weighted levy is adjusted for each district by an income factor

which relates-local effort to local ability, to pay. To` Nis extent', local

effort is equalizing.:

However, all districts are permitted to levy tax rates above the required

level pargenerate additional revenues. The GTB AddOn serves to equalize these

additional revenues., generated by districts through increased local effort. In

this way, poorer districts are not penalized because they cannot substantially

increase their local°effort beyond the required level to keep up with ridher

districts. The amount of GTB equalizing aid a district receives is, directly

dependent upon local effort. _Since each district is effectively guaranteed the
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same tax base through the GTB aid plan, the amount of additional revenue a

district raises for education depends on the tax it-levies.

this section, the differences among districts in operating levies will be

examined. Keep in mind that while the GTB AddOn plan pravides additional state

aid to districts demonstrating increased local effort, above the requirdd level,

for a poor district the increased effort can represent a considerable burden. -1/4

Table 17 shows the operating leyy for,the small sample of 20 districts,.

The district in :this sample with the highest tax rate, 4.35, is Tri County,

which also ranks among the highest spending and the wealthiest districts in the

sample. The districts with the lowest tax rates are Crane, 3.10, and Richland,

2.56. These two districts are ye poorest districts and the lowest spending

districts. The mean operating levy is 3.63.

For the larger sample of 100 districts, the summary measures follows:

Ask

Highest Taxing District; (Liberty) 4.90

'Lowest Taxing District: (Riley County) 2.10

Range: 2.80

Range Ratio: 2.33 to 1

Simple Mean:' 3.67

Median: 3.73

It is evident from the summary measures that there is.a fairly wide variance

amon districts in local effort. The highest taxing district has an operating

levy more than twice the lowest taxing district.

Table 18 and Figure 3 bffer a clearer description of the differences in

tax rates among districts. 'Thirtynine percent of the districts fall within the
110

Average tax range of 3.51 to 3.75. 'Thirty four percent of the districts tax

below the average lever and twentyseven percent tax above the average level.

Comparing Wealth with Educational Services

The preceding sections examined the differences among school districts in

educational expenditures per pupil, equalized assessed valuations per pupil, and
*

operating levies. ,This section will compare some of thdee differences to

determine if there are any relationships suggested between district wealth or

ability to raise revenues and the level ofeducational services.

56
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TABLE 17

DISTRICT OPERATING LEVIES, 1977-78
SAMPLE OF 20, MISSOURI DISTRICTS

,,DISTRICT OPERATINPIEVil

Fri County, 4.35
Winston 4.35
Hickman Mills 4.35
Everton 4.20
Cooller County 3.85
Kansas City 3.75
Plattsburgh 3.75
'Browning 3.75
Brookfield .3.75

Clayton 3.71
'Bucklin 3.70
LaPlata 3.65
Miami 3.56 !,

Maries County 3.55
Clark County 3.21
Windsor' 3.15
Fredericktbwn 3.15
Vandalia 3.10
Crane 3.10
Richland 2.56

1 .

The operating levy repreiJents'a tax of so many dollars per
one hundred dollars of equalized,assessed valuation. For,
example, Tri CbUnty colledts $4.35 in taxes for every $100.
of property, value.

J
4

PREPAktil BY: The AFT Research Department with data
framithe Missouri State Board of Education,
Report of the Public Schools, Year Ending'
June.30, 1978.-
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TABLE 18

DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATING ,LEVIES, 1977-78
SAMPLE OF 100 MISSOURI. DISTRICTS

OPERATING
LEVY

NUMBER OF

DISTRICTS
. PERCENT OF

DISTRICTS

Under 3.0
3.0 3.25
3.26 - 3.50
3.51 - 3.75
3.76 - 4.00
4.01 - 4.25
4.26 - 4.50
'Above 4.50

Total

I
'8

12

14

39

6

6

7

8

100

S
8

14

39

6

6

7

8

100

401

35

30

25

20

15

10

FIGURE 3.

*DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATING LEVIES, 1977-78
-SAMPLE OF 100 MISSOURI DISTRICTS

39

14

12

Mean Operating Levy = 3.67

Vio

-3.0 3.5 3.5b 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50

OPERATING LEVY.
(Dollars per $100 EAV)

PREPARED BY:" The'AFT'Research Department with data from the Missouri State
Board of Education, Report of the Public Schoolg, Year Ending, June'
30 1978
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Table 19shows the distribution. of measures of district wealth versus

measures of educational spending. In looking at this table, it is difficult

to determine-if any definite patterns are emerging from-the-data. fl'o help

summarize-the data so that it may be more easily analyzed, we have dra'Wn upon a

technique introduced earlier in the section on Differences in District Wealth.

The data in Table 19 has been grouped by'quintiles, each quintile representing ,

---four values. Quintiles, rather,than deciles were chosen because of the smallness

of the ;ample. For each of the categories within a quintile, the mean value has

been computed.. Table 20 shows the Summary of Measures of Ability to Pay versus

Educational Expenditures and State Aid.

TABLE 19

COMPARISON DISTRICT PROPERTY WEALTH,
EXPENDITURES, TAX RATES AND STATE AID

SAMPLE OF 20 MISSOURI DISTRICTS
,

DISTRICT

EQUALIZED ASSESSED
VALUATION

PER ELIGIBLE PUPIL

CURRENT OPERATING
EXPENDITURES

PER ELIGIBLE PUPIL
OPERATING
LEVY

STATE AID
PER

ELIGIBLE. PUPIL

Clayton $90,119 $3,442 3.71 $342
Kansas City 37,302 '3.75 328
Cooper County 31,686

.1,844

1,536 3.85 329
Tri County 29,074 1,646 4.35 342
Browning 28,286 1,254) 3.75 32.9
Windsor 26,034 1,f82b 3.15

3Winston,* 24,800 1,453 4.35 352?
Clark County 24,021 1,166 3.21 394
Miami 23,299 1,311 3.56 465
Plattsburgh 23,228 1,286 3.75 366
Bucklin 22,292 1,423 .3.70 473
LaPlata 21,925 1,215 3.65 367
Vandalia 20,750 1,113 3.10 421
Brookfield 19,897 1,197 3.75 464
Maries County 16,961 1,091 3.55 501
Everton 16,926 .. 1,334 4.20' 603
Hickman Mills 16,450 1,372

1.
4.35 574

Fredericktdwn 16,444 1,130 3.15 497
Richland 12,821 1,014 2.56 600
Crane 12,237 1,060 3.10 645

PREPARED BY: The AFT Research Department with data from the Missouri State
Board of Education; Report ofthe Public Schools-, School Year
.Ending June 30, 1978.
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TABLE 20..

SUMMARY MEASURES OF ABILITY TO PAY
VERSUS EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES AND

. ' STATE AID
SAMPLE OF 20' MISSOURI DISTRICTS'

MEAN EQUALIZED MEAN MEAN
ASSESSED. VALUATION 'EXPENDITURES OPERATING

QUINTILE PER EP 8/ , PER,EP . LEVY ,

.

r .

5 $47,045 $2,117 3.92 -

4 25,785 . 1,264 3.62
k-14

3 22,686 1,309 3.67

2 18,634 '1,184 3.65

1 14,488 1,144- 3.29

8/ EP is an abbreviation for eligible pupil
4

MEAN
STATE AID

, PER EP-9

335

(..-
350

'1 4

418.

, 497

579

Looking at this table, some patterns do begin to emerge. Across the 20

districts, per pupil expenditures generally increase as property wealth increpses.
,

This trend is somewhat interrupted in_thej fourth quintile where a higher per

pupil expenditure might be expected: This interruption may be .attributed to

inponsistencies resultingfron-,efi4.1 or it may inditate that

districts in the third and fourth quintIleare.behaving similarly. Actually,
. /between the first through. fourth quintile,Lthere are no draniatic changes in
/

educational spending between quintiles despite the trend toward increasing

expenditures with increasing wes,10.'Noticpthat there is a very definite :-
it /

increase in both wealth"and'spending'between the fourth and fifth districts.

Mean operating levies are fairly consistent scrods the quintiles. Qne

mightexpect to see increasing levies as property wealth decreases. This would

support the idea that pooredistrilcrts must often tax themselves at substantially

higher rates than wealthy districts to raise a comparable level of education'al

revenues. This table indicates that the wealthy districts are levyihg substan

tially higher to es to raise a high level of revenues: Districts in the average

wealth range le average tax rates and poorer districts levy below - average tax

rates.
(4)
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As expected for an equalizing stateaid plan, stat$ aid per pupil, across

districts varies inversely as property wealth_does. This means as district

wealth increases, state aid decreases recognizing the increased ability of
.

districta to support services locally. The table show's a definite pattern with

state aid to districts in the first quintile being 1.'7 times that to districts

in the fifth quintile.

Table 21 shows a similar comparison of-Summary Measures of Ability to Pay

Versus, Educational ixpenditures and State Aid for the larger sample of 100

districts.. In this table, the data has been, grouped by deciles (10 groups).

Each decile represents 10 districts values for each category.

TABLE 21

SUMMARY MEASURES OF ABILITY.TO PAY VERSUS
EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES AND STATE AID

SAMPLE OF 100 MISSOURI DISTRICTS

DECILE

MEAN EQUALIZED
ASSESSED VALUATION

PER EP

MEAN
EXPENDITURES
PER EP

MEAN
OPERATING

LEVY

MEAN
STATE AID
PER EP

10 $46,761. .. 0, , ,$1,882. 3.72' $319 '

9 32,645. 1,515. 3.82 327

8 28,418 1,391 / 3.77 335

7 24,666 . 1,279 i 3.77 370

6 22,672 1,349 3.64 .437

5 20,660 1,281 3.87 462

4 17,927 1,195. 1 3.73 490

3 16,240 ,, 1,124 3.55 542 -

2 14,439 1,139 3.70 536
I

1 10,429 ' 1,097 3.24 6284

PREPARED BY: The AFT Research Department with data from the Missouri State
Board of Education, Report of the Public Schools, School Year
June 30, 1978.
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0,4st

Generally, across all the districts in the sample, mean per pupil expendi-

tures increase as district property wealth increases. The mean per pupil

expenditure in the highest decile is 1.7 times the me n per pupil expenditure

in the lowest decile.

Earlier when operating leviei were examined, the range in values between

the highest and lowest district was found to be to high. The mean operating

levy was 3.67. After grouping the data from the 1,00 districts by deciles, 'man

operating levies across deciles tends to be constant. This indicates that across

all levels of property wealth, there is a fairly even or similar distribution of

operating levies. It also indicates that most districts are levying taxes'for

operatling revenues at about the same rate. As indicated earlier, one might

expect to find a pattern of increasing levies vith decreasing wealth. The fact
'1

that operating levies ark fairly constant despite increasing or decrea`sing

property wealth still sppo.rts the concept that poorer districts must provide

greater *local effort relative to ability to pay to generatea reasonable level

of educational spending. Poorer districts must tax themselves at rates which

represent considerable buran to themselves relative to wealthy districts to

generate revenues
*
comparable to those of wealthier districts.,

Finally, looking atihe table, state aid varies inversely as does property'

wealth, which means state aid is increasing as wealth is decreasing. This is to

be expected from a state aid plan that 4 equalizing. State aid ,should be

distributed in a manner such that poorer districts, with limited ability to pay

for services, receive greater,,amounts of s ate aid. Districts in the first

decile receive almost twice as much state id as district e tenth decile.

A cautionary note, in, looking at all the tables in th last section, some

very basic analysis techniques have been employed. Some patterns haveemerged.
8.

which point towide differences among districts in educational spending and wealth,

and some casual, relationships between these two va iables. Before any definitive

conclusions could be drawn, it would be necessary o analyze data from all the

district's. While our sample of 100 districts is representatie of the state, it

is still relatively small compared to the total 557 school districts. Furthermore,

befoxe drawing any conclusions other more sophisticated techniques of analysis

should be used to examine the data from different perspectives.
46, .Lt
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APPENDIX A

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

Exercises on Minimum Guarantee

1. District A

Eligibility Count

t District B

Eligibility Count
1400 +' 1360

2.

= 1380

ADM + ADA.

1.250 + 1220

.2

= 1235

q

District A

Minimum Guarantee = (# Elig. Pupils X .75 SEF) + (ADC + Orphans X .25 X .75 SEF)

= (1235 '.`X

1,048,515

1,048,515

$1,086,720

849) + (30

+ (180 X

+- 38,205

+ 150)

2k25)

X (.25 X S494-

Minimum Guarantee Per Pupil
1,086,720

=
1,235

$880 .

. .

District B

Minimum Guarantee = (1380 X 849) + (100 + 350) X (.25 X 849) y 4

1,171,620 + (450 X4 - 212.25)

= 1,171,620 + 95 0513

= $1,267,133.

Minimum Guarantee Per Pupil =
1,267,133

1,380

= $918

63



Exercises on Required Local Contribution
' 1. District A

District AGI Per ReturnDistrict Income Factor = 1 + State AGI Per Retdrn
2

1 + 8550

11,485
2

1 + .744

District B

District-Income

2. District An

43 500'000Required Local Contribution = --1---100 2--- X 2.04 X- .87 + (.57 X 2100) +
(.57 X 3400) *I"'

= (435,000 X 1,77) + 1197 + 1938

= 769,950 + 1197 + 1938

$773,085

Required Contribution Per Pupil,
' 773,085

1235

Factoi

2

= 0.87

6700
1 + 11.485

2

1 + .583
2

= 0.79

,District

-$66

4

,

4.4. 'Required.-LoeContrOUtion = (1,800,000
100

X 2.04 X .79 + ,(.57 X 1200) +

(.57 'X 2200)

(218,000 X 1.61) + 684 + 1254

i = 350,680 + 684' +. 1254-:- .,

-= $352,918

r.

4

PequireitiContribution 325'9.18
.1380

= $256 54
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Exercises on Basic Apportionment

. .District'A.

Basic ApportiOnpent = Minimum Guarantee Required Contribution

= X1,086,720 =. $773,085

= $313,635

-, -ippOrtionment per pupil = 313,635
.

e . 1235

= $254

District B

Basic Apportionment = $1,267,133

= $914,215

Apportionment per pupil = 914,215

- 1380-

= $662

$352,918,

Exercises on GTB Add-On

1. District :A

1). E.A.V.,per pupil = E.A.V.

(Eligible Pupils

43,500,000
1,235

= 435,223

District 4 is not eligible for GTB Add-On aid because its local tax base is

greater than the guaranteed tax base.

District /3_

1)

2)

E.A.V. per pupil

.57 PWL District
Income Factor

=

=

=

=

21;800,000

(District Income Factor)

1,380

$15,797

(.57 PWL)

2.04- X'

1.61

X

.79

0
4

'65
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GTB Add-On TB -
EAV

/Pupil Eq. Op. .57 PWL District
Per Pupil 100 Levy' Income Factor

24,238 -

NG 15'797
X (3.45 - 1.61)

= 84.41 X 1.84

= ,$155.31

Total GTB Add-On = GTB.Add-On
Per Pupil /X # Eligible Pupils

= $155.31 X 1380

= $214,327.87

2. District A

1) E.A.V. per pupil

2) .57 PWL District
Income Factor

=

=

=

28,000,000
1,235

$22,672 .

2.04 X

1.77

.87"

r

GTB Add-On -GTB . /Pupil
Per Pupil 100

EAV

Levy
.57 PWL District

'le

Income actor.

(4,238 - 22,

100 X. (3.35 - 1.77)

= 15.66 X 1.58

= $24.74

Total GTB Add-On' = 24.74 X 1,235

.Total State Aid Per Pupil

= $254

313,635
1,235

..66

',.

, a

(

= $30,553.90
..2

Exercises on total State Aid

1. District A

\..

.
.

.

\Total State Aid = Foundation Aid + GTB Add-On .7

= 313,635 + 0

= $313,635

\s,

.
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District B

Total State Aid = .91 ,215 + 214,328

= $1,1 :,543

Total State Aid Per Pupil

g

=

244,189
1,235

.

4..

. .
..

79

I

67

4

0 .

*
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APPENDIX B

UPDATE ON THE MISS URI FORMULA

The Missouri school finance formula is a fluid formula which'is to say

certain variables within the formula--the pupil weighted levy, the.state

expenditures, and the guaranteed tax base level--chtinge annually,as educational

and economic factors change within the state and school districts. The figures

for these variables fluctutte by definition thereby increasing or decreasing

state aid to diitricts. The 1979-80 figures for the PWL, SEF., and GTB are..

footnoted in the text. Estimates of thest same igures for 1980-81 follow:

.57 PWL $1.54

.75 SEF $1,171

GTB $43,726

.U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING CVFICE1 1991 -0-730-204/2224
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